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IV.

THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN ABU BISHR MATTA AND

ABU SA'ID AL-SIRAFI ON THE MERITS OF

LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

BY D. S. MAKGOLIOUTH.

T Jf his notice of the philosopher Abu Bishr, of Dair Kunna,
Ibn al-Kifti1 mentions that he had a public discussion

with the grammarian Abu Sa'Id al-Hasan al-Slrafl, famous
for his commentaries on Slbawaihi's grammar.2 This dis-
cussion is reported at length by Yakut in his invaluable
Mu'jam al-udaba,3 on the authority of Abu Hayyan, from
whose works Yakut derives much that is interesting, though
he accuses Abu Hayyan of habitually romancing. Abu
Hayyan, whose full name was 'All Ibn Muhammad al-
Tauhldi, was an eminent writer of the fourth century of
Islam, of whose works only three (to the best of my
knowledge) have as yet been published: his treatises on
Friendship and the Sciences, printed at the Jawa'ib press
in 1301 A.H.— without the very important treatise on the
lives of the two viziers Ibn al-'Amld and Ibn 'Abbad, which
had been promised in advertisements, but which is said to
be a book that brings ill-luck; and a work lithographed
in India called Mukabasat.4 A brief account of him is given
by Ibn Khillikan in his life of Ibn al-'Amld (translated
by De Slane, iii, 264) ; a lengthier one by Safadi, which
Mr. Amedroz has kindly copied for me, and which is given

1 Ed. Lippert, p. 323.
2 These were utilized by Jahn for his translation, and have been published in

part in the Cairene edition of Sibawaihi.
3 MS. Bodl. Or. 753 : Life of Abi Sa'id.
* I owe my acquaintance with this work to Mr. A. G. Ellis.
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80 THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GKAMMA.K.

in a note ; : and a very lengthy one by Yakut, in the fifth
volume of his dictionary. An extract from one of his
works, which occurs in al-Kifti's dictionary, is translated
into German by Dieterici ("Philosophie der Araber," i, 144).

J l i i-iAJJJ l_ĵ ilŝ  {jtj£-\z*]\j tj*s. JU Iji^j ifjiJ

(i.e. Dhahabi, Or. 48, 269b) ^ J

4 J ^.b ^1 Jli ^J

v— ^1 ^

^ ^ iiJJ

(Of. Nawawl, ed. Wiistenfeld, 707) <ui
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 81

The first question which will naturally occur in reference
to this dialogue is whether it is historical or Abu Hayyan's,

J.R.A.s. 1905.

<iU:

1 J j t - ^i jic S;I

Ir, uJ i

Jl

ilj <^^>y tsjy V.

* Read cb^Jfl.
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82 THE MEEITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

romance. Abu Hayyan has taken great trouble to establish
its historical character, by giving date and persons. The date
is the year 320, when Abu'1-Fath Ibn al-Furat was vizier;
and to this there appears to be no objection, since this person
(al-Fadl Ibn Ja'far Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Furat, also
known as Ibn Hinzabah) was made vizier in Rabi' ii, 320
('Arlb, ed. De Goeje, p. 173),' though, owing to the death of
Muktadir and the appointment of a new Caliph, he was
succeeded by another vizier in Dhu'l-Ka'dah of the same
year. Further, many of the audience enumerated are
historical personages, who might well have attended a
debate at Baghdad in that year. Al-Marzitbanl, the agent
of the Samanids, is casually mentioned by Ibn al-Athlr
(anno 286, ed. Tornberg, vii, 355) as " the na'ib of Isma'Il
in the Capital, known as Al-MarzubanI"; there is no reason
(it would seem) why he should not have continued to hold

A short life of him is given by Safadi thus:
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 8 3

that appointment for thirty-four years; and the presence
at Baghdad of the agents or ambassadors of those princes
who, though virtually independent, recognized the Caliph's
suzerainty, must be regarded as characteristic of the period.
This MarzubanI is evidently to be distinguished from his
contemporary, the famous archaeologist. Ibn al-Ikhshid,1

whose name was Abu Bakr Ahmad, famous as a Mu'tazil
theologian, died in 326, six years after the debate (Fihrist,
p, 173); since he lived in Baghdad, Suk al-'Atash (Le Strange's
Baghdad, p. 224), he could easily be present at it. He
wrote a book in refutation of the views of al-Klialidl,
i.e. Ja'far b. Muhammad b. JŜ asIr, who is probably to be
identified with the KhalidI present at the debate. For this
person died in 347 (Sibt Ibn al-JauzI, MS. Poc. 370) or
348 (Sha'ranl's Lawakih al - anwar, i, 157; Comm. on
Kushairiyyah, ii, 2), aged 95. He was famous as a saint,
as indeed appears from his figuring in Kushairl's list; he
is more often called al-Khuldi, a name of which the origin
was uncertain (Jauzl, I.e.),2 though it was also given to the
celebrated Mubarrad (Muzhir, i, p. 100). The two persons
famous as "the Khalidl's," and named respectively Abu
Bakr and Sa'Id b. Hashim, were probably too young to
be present at a debate in 320 (Fawat al-Wafayat). A
younger man than Khuldl, yet not too young to be present,
was Ibn Rabdh, Abu 'Imran Musa, the metaphysician,
a pupil of Ibn Ikhshld, said to have been alive, but past 80,
when the Fihrist (p. 173) was composed (377 A.H.). Another
very distinguished hearer was the ex-vizier 'All b. 'Isd b.
Dawud b. al-Jarrah, who died in 335 (Jauzl, I.e.) or 334,
having been born in 245 (Amedroz's Hilal, p. 281) ; he was

1 Ihhshid, according to Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi, means ' king' in the language of
Farghanah.

- Asked why he was called Khuldl, he said : Jo*.c L»«j

ij* Jliii ^i-s-li *^^\ Ju.-sr* IJ JUi JJLU^ ^ JJLui

Ya Khuldl here is meaningless.
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84 THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

therefore 75 years old in 320. Amedroz's work contains
a full account of him. Besides being an administrator, he was
keenly interested in philosophy, as appears from the repeated
mention of him in Ibn Ab! Usaibi'ah's History of Physicians.
He was besides sufficient of a saint to be credited with the
working of miracles (Hada'ik al-afrah, p. 100).

Ibn Ka'b, who is less well known, is clearly to be identified
with Ibn Ka'b al-Ansarl, who is repeatedly quoted in the
Treatise on Friendship (pp. 7, 39, 52, 54, 72, 73) as a
personal acquaintance of Abu Hayyan, yet as dead when
that treatise was composed; and the last date in it is 370
(p. 67), though it was not published till after Ibn Sa'dan's
death in 375 (p. 6). His sayings appear to be Sufic in
character, and he is stated to have been a friend of Abu'l-
Khattab al-Sabl. Of this person a brief notice is to be
found in Chwolsohn, Ssabier, i, 586, where it is stated that
Abu Ishak Ibrahim al-Sabl addressed him several letters.

Finally, the reporter of the debate, 'Alt Ibn 'Isd al-
Rummanl, who was Abu Hayyan's teacher, and is regularly
mentioned by him as " the saintly sheykh," was born in
296 (Ibn Khill., s.v.), and would therefore have been
24 at the time. Abu 'All al-Fasawi, who was not present,
but might have been, was born in 288, and would have
been 32.

On the other hand, slight historic doubts attach to one
or two of the audience. Of Ibn Tughj an elaborate life is
given by Ibn Sa'Id in his Mughrib (translated by Tallquist,
Helsingfors, 1899, p. 23 ff.). It appears thence that he
was made prefect of Damascus in Jumada ii, 319, and did
not hold office in Egypt till 321. The Ambassador of Ibn
Tughj from Egypt could not have been present at a debate
held in 320. Perhaps this is only a verbal error, i.e. either
the word Egypt or the name Tughj is a mistake. A rather
more interesting question is connected with the name of
Kudamah, Abu 'Amr b. Ja'far, famous as a critic. Since
in his treatise on poetical criticism he declares himself to
be the first to treat that subject, it would be of interest to
find him confronted with the translator of Aristotle's Poetics.
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 85

He was personally acquainted with the other disputant,
Abu Sa'Id (Treatise on Friendship, p. 152). His death-date
was not precisely known, whence Ibn Khillikan omits him.
Suyuti (Husn al-muhadarah, i, 225) says he died in the
days of Muktadir, who only survived the debate a few
months. Brockelmann (i, 228) gives 310 as his death-date ;
De Slane (Journ. Asiatique, 1862, ii, p. 156), 337, after
Abu'l-Mahasin (ii, 323).

A serious anachronism is to be found in the mention of
al-Kindl as present, if by him be meant the famous
philosopher, who had been dead over 50 years, and indeed
is referred to in the debate as one of the ancients. Perhaps,
however, some other Kindl is intended, e.g. the historian
Abu Omar Muhammad b. Yusuf (thought by De Slane to
have been a grandson of the other), a fragment of whose
work has been published by Tallquist. He might without
anachronism have been present at a debate in 320. Another
anachronism is to be found in the presence of Abu Fir as,
who would naturally be the famous poet, born either in
320 or 321. A few names remain of persons whom I have
hitherto been unable to identify with certainty—Ibn Rashld,
Ibn 'Abel al-'Azlz al-Hashimi, Ibn Yahya al-'Alawl, and
al-Zuhrl. Amedroz's Hilal mentions (p. 211) a house in
Baghdad which belonged to 'Uthman, son of al-Hasan Ibn
'Abd al-'Azlz al-Hashimi, who may be regarded as the son
or nephew of the second of these persons. Jauzl mentions
a Yahya Ibn Yahya al-'Alawl as a great scholar, originally
of Baghdad, but afterwards attached to Saif al-daulah, who
died in 390. He may be identical with the third, but it
is unlikely. Abu Bakr al-Zuhri al-Ispaham is quoted as
a historical authority by Hilal (p. 272) for the days of
Muktadir; perhaps he is identical with the fourth: and
since Abu Hayyan (on Friendship, p. 30, cf. 96) mentions
an Abu Bakr al-Zuhairl as a personal friend, perhaps either
Zuhrl or Zuhairl should be corrected to the other form.

On the whole, the historical character of the debate stands
the test to which we have exposed it exceedingly well; and
it is clear that a very distinguished company had been got
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OD THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

together. Such public discussions were doubtless not in-
frequent in Baghdad, as well as other places of importance r
the well-known letter of BadI' al-Zaman gives a vivid
description of such a debate, certainly of a far less serious
character than the present. It needed a man of considerable
personal courage and oratorical skill to venture on a dis-
putation before such an audience, and clearly Abu. Bishr
of Dair Kunna was not thus qualified; he could scarcely
open his lips, and was nonplussed by the simplest puzzles.
Ibn al-Sikkit, famous as a grammarian, was once in a similar
plight: his antagonist, in the presence of the Caliph, being
asked to propound a question in grammar, propounded the
easiest he could think of; but even that Ibn al-Sikkit was
unable to answer (Ibn Khill., ii, 410). Abu Bishr, being-
exposed to jeers on the badness of his Arabic, and also on
his Christian beliefs, was still less likely to come safely
through such an ordeal. Perhaps, however, we ought not
to forget that the debate, as we have it, is in the main
reported by one of the antagonists. And there are passages
in his speech which imply that Abu Bishr said, at any rate,
rather more than he is reported to have said. If Ibn al-Kiftl
be right in making him come to Baghdad in 320, the rumour
of the large audiences attracted by his lectures was probably
what caused the vizier to summon the assembly.

In general the description here given accords exceedingly
well with Abu Bishr as we see him in his translation of
Aristotle's Poetics. His acquaintance with the Arabic
language there displayed is as slipshod as his antagonist
(with his approval) asserts it to be ; though he makes no-
statement about the Greek of the Poetics, he in one place
interprets the Syriac (which he misreads)1 as though it
were the original; and he puts down absurdities in the
most unthinking manner. Abu. Sa'id's contention that the
translations made by Abu Bishr and his colleagues are
unintelligible is fully justified; only Abu Sa'Id is mistaken
in ascribing the badness of these translations to the

, misread | A 2 t , Anal. Orient., pp. 66, 14.
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 87

translators' ignorance of Arabic; the real reason was their
ignorance of the subjects on which they professed to write.
One who with no philosophical training endeavoured to
translate Kant's Critic of Pure Eeason would produce
absurdities as crass as those produced by Abu Bishr, however
well he might know the English language.

The quarrel between the grammarians and the philosophers
which this dialogue illustrates was long continued. In the
late sixth century we find the rhetorician Ibn al-Athlr
calling attention to the uselessness of the treatises of
Avicenna (al-Mathal al-sa'ir, p. 187), and describing with
pleasure his triumphs over philosophers. " One day," he
tells us (ibid., p. 95), "a professor of philosophy was with
me, and the subject of the Koran cropped up. I began to
describe it, and to remark on the eloquence and beauty of
its words and ideas. He proceeded to quote the words of
Surah liii, 22, ' That is, then, an unfair division,' and to deny
that the phrase ' unfair' exhibited any eloquence or beauty.
I said: ' You are to know that there are certain mysteries
about the employment of words, into which you have not
been initiated any more than your masters, Avicenna, al-
Farabl, and the rest, and Aristotle and Plato, who led you
astray from the beginning.'" He then explains that the
beauty of the word for ' unfair' (dizd) lies in its rhyming
with the other final words in the texts of the Surah.

Avicenna, however, comes a century later than the
dramatis personw of the present dialogue, which is nearer
the introduction of Greek philosophy (or a travesty of it)
into Baghdad, and gives us a rather vivid presentation of
the attitude which the native learning adopted towards the
exotic. Of the mode in which Greek learning came to be
studied at the Abbasid capital we are never likely to have
any accurate account.1 The references to the subject in the
works of Jahiz (ob. 255 A.H., 868 A.D.) are interesting
owing to his nearness in time to al-Ma'mun (198-218 A.H.,
813-833 A.D.), to whom the tradition ascribes the introduction

1 The most recent account of the matter is in the third part of Zaidan's
" History of Islamic Civilization."
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88 THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

of the study of Greek works. He is supposed to have
obtained a library of Greek books from Cyprus, and to have
appointed as his librarian Sahl Ibn Harun, who won some
fame as a miser1 and writer in praise of avarice, and in
general as a poet and litterateur. The story of the Cyprian
MSS. rests on the authority of far later writers than Jahiz
(Comm. on Ibn Zaidun's Epistle, i, 262 ; Cairo, 1305),2 but
the latter has some remarkable passages about Aristotle.
In the extracts from his treatise on rhetoric, published at
Constantinople, 1301, he says: " The Greeks have philosophy
and an art of Logic; but the author of the Logic was himself
a poor speaker, not regarded as eloquent, in spite of his
acquaintance with the distinction and analysis of speech, its
meanings and its properties. They regard Galen as the
most logical of mankind, but do not ascribe to him oratory
or the sort of eloquence which goes with it." The chief
philosophical technicalities were already invented by the
time of Jahiz, as he enumerates them (Bayan, i, 60), but
attributes their invention, not to the translators, but to the
Mutakallimuna, or students of metaphysical theology. One
of these technicalities 3 meets us as early as the Diwan of
Muslim Ibn al-Walld, and others occur in the poems of Abu
Tammam.4

The notion that the Greek race was extinct, which, as we
see, is admitted here by both disputants, is found in Jahiz,
who reckons Yaunan with Canaan, a tribe as extinct as
Thamud (Bayan, i, 78; Opuscula, 104, 3); since the tribe
was extinct, it was natural to conclude that their language
had perished also: and this error was due to the employment
of the name Ruml for Greek, which, however, ought not to
have misled any man who occupied himself with philosophy.

Of the attack on the logicians by Abu'l-'Abbas Abdallah
Ibn Muhammad al-Nashl (Brockelmann, i, 124), which

1 Jahiz, "Misers," p. 1; Bayan, i, 98; Hada'ik al-Afralj, 214.
2 Cf. ibid., 46 (Comm. on Lamiyyat al-'Ajam).

» The verb ^ & £ > . See De Goeje's glossary.

u^p . 168.
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 89

iSlrafi declares had remained unanswered, we hear apparently
only in this place. This person died in 293;* verses by
him are sometimes cited (Tiraz al-majalis 242, Diwan al-
Sababah 163, Hadiyyat al-umam 357), and he is also said
to have been skilful as a logician. Ibn Khillikan makes
him attack, not the philosophers, but the grammarians ; but
we learn from the Fihrist (p. 299) that he attacked the
science of medicine. His point, from Slrafl, would appear
to have been the very reasonable one that Logic for its value
rested, not on the ipse dixit of the Greeks, but on its being
a correct analysis of the mental process. Of similar interest
is the notice of the mock metaphysical questions addressed
to al-Kindi, who had been a mighty authority on philosophy
some fifty years before; from Fliigel's account of him (1857)
we learn that he had obtrectatores? The fact, moreover,
that the Sabseans (i.e. the school of Thabit Ibn Kurrah)
joined in the laugh at al-Kindl's expense is not without its
interest.

Apparently the deriders of the new learning by no means
had it all their own way. In the dialogue the mild and
incompetent Abu Bishr is represented as the aggressor, the
man who makes extravagant claims for his Logic. With
the aid of the Aristotelian analysis of the meanings of
the particle in (Nat. Auscult., iv, 3, p. 209), that of the
grammarian Ibn al-Sikkit was shown to be defective. In
the list of the friends of the vizier Ibn Sa'dan, it is the
philosopher who is always "frightening" others with the
names of Plato and Aristotle, Socrates and Galen (Treatise
on Friendship, p. 31).

As might be expected, the debate held in the presence of
the vizier and so many men of eminence had no permanent
result, except that the reputation of one of the disputants
was enhanced, whereas the other was discredited for the
time. The names of the Greek sages did not cease to be

1 Ibn Sa'id calls him !Aii> , which (on the analogy of the Greek OVTOS) might
imply that he was living at the time. This would be a serious anachronism.

2 This fact is omitted in the account of him by Dieterici, ' ' Philosophie der
Araber," i, 153.
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90 THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

highly reverenced. Sayings ascribed to them were quoted
side by side with those of Prophets and Saints ; and a whole
collection of apocryphal apophthegms grew up round their
names—a curious mixture of genuine and spurious specimens
of Greek philosophy is given in the book called " Spiritual
Words on Greek Aphorisms," by Abu'l-Faraj Ibn Hindu
(ob. 420), published in Cairo, 1900. But also the name of
philosopher had some of the lofty meaning attached to it
in Greece and Rome. A man who occupied himself with
philosophy was thought untrue to his profession if he shed
blood; and such cases were explained by the supposition
that there were hypocrites in philosophy as there were in
religion (on Friendship, 75).

The dialogue was reported in full by Abu Hayyan at the
request of the vizier, whom perhaps we are justified in
identifying with Ibn Sa'ddn, the vizier of Samsam al-daulah,
since not only was the Treatise on Friendship compiled at
his request, but from Ibn al-Kifti we learn that other
questions of a literary character were addressed to Abu
Hayyan by that vizier (p. 82), who died in 375 (Ibn al-
Athlr, ix, 29) ; whereas the book called Al-'imta' ual-
mu'dnasah was filled with anecdotes of what took place at
the salons of another vizier of Samsam al-daulah, called
Abu'1-Fadl Abdallah b. al-'Arid al-ShlrazI (KiftI, p. 283).
Curious matter from that work is quoted by Ibn 'ArabI
(Muhadarat al-abrar, i, 188), and by Yakut in many places.
Possibly the dialogue was included in the work called
Muhadarat wa-musamarat, which may also be the source of
a document produced by Ibn 'ArabI (ibid., ii, 77).

That document is certainly apocryphal in character,
consisting of letters which passed between the Caliph
Abu. Bakr and 'All on the subject of the accession of the
former. Abu Hayyan began his narrative thus: " We
spent the night talking at the house of the Kadi Abu
Hamid Ahmad Ibn Bishr al-MarwazI al-'Amirl in the
house of Abu Habashan in the Street of al-Mazuban"
—when the Kadi produced these documents (from memory);
he had previously recited them to no one save the vizier
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AND GRAMMAR. 9i

Muhallabi. Another very curious extract is given by
Yakut in his life of the secretary of state Ahmad Ibn
Thuwabah. This person was told that in order to perfect
himself he should learn Euclid; a Christian teacher was
accordingly fetched, who made a dot on a board, and
explained that it had no parts and no magnitude—was, as
he further explained, simple. Asked to illustrate the word
' simple,' he said ' like God or the soul.' The pious Moslem
is horrified at. a man who makes Allah the object of
a comparison, and dismisses the teacher with contumely.
A Moslem teacher is next fetched, who draws a straight
line, and explains that it is length without breadth. Again
the secretary feels convinced that some slight is intended
to God's Straight Path, and bids the teacher begone to
eternal contempt. This amusing scene is recorded in what
purports to be a letter from Ahmad himself, describing his
noble resistance to infidel temptation in a letter to a
sympathetic vizier. But Yakut warns us that the letter
is a forgery, which may be by Abu. Hayyan himself,
who used to invent tales of the sort.

It should be added that the Muhadarat contained a Dialogue
between al-Farra and Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan on the merits
of Law and Grammar (Yakut, f. 4b).
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THE MERITS OF LOGIC AOT GRAMMAR. ILL

DISCUSSION BETWEEN MATTA IBN YUNUS OF DAIK KUNNA,

THE PHILOSOPHER, AND ABU SA'ID AL-SIRAFI.

Said Abu Hayyan: I mentioned to the vizier a discussion
that took place in the salon of the vizier Abu'l Fath al-Fadl
Ibn Ja'far Ibn al-Furat between Abu Sa'Id al-Sirafi and
Abu Bishr Matta. My account of it was only an abridgment,
but the vizier told me to write it out in its entirety. For,
he said, not a word ought to be lost of a discussion which
took place in so notable an assembly, between two such
savants and in the presence of so many eminent men.
Every sally should be preserved: no sentence neglected.
I therefore wrote it out at length. Abu Sa'Id was my
authority for portions of the narrative; and 'All Ibn 'Isa,
grammarian and devotee, narrated it at length, as follows:—

In the year 320, when the salon assembled, a salon
containing al-Khalidl, Ibn al-Ikhshld, al-Kindl, Abu Bishr's
son, Ibn Rabah, Abu 'Amr Kudamah Ibn Ja'far, al-Zuhrl,
'All Ibn 'Isa Ibn al-Jarrah, Abu Firas, Ibn Rashld,
Ibn 'Abd al-'AzIz al-Hashiml, Ibn Yahya al-'AlawI, the
ambassador of Ibn Tughj from Egypt, al - Marzubani,
companion of the Samanids, the vizier Ibn al - Furat
addressed them as follows:—

I desire someone to come forward and debate with Matta
(Matthew) on the subject of Logic. He declares that it is
impossible to know what is correct from what is incorrect,
truth from falsehood, right from wrong, proof from sophism,
doubt from certainty, except by our command of logic, our
control of the system established and denned by its author,
and our acquaintance through him with its doctrines.

A general silence ensued. Presently Ibn Furat said:
Surely there must be someone here who can meet him, and
arguing with him refute his view. I regard you as seas of
knowledge, champions of our religion and its followers, lamps
to guide the seeker after truth. Why, then, this hesitation
and alarm ?

Abu . Sa'Id al-Slraf I raised his head and said: Vizier,
excuse us. The knowledge that is stored in the breast is
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different from that which is to be displayed before such an
assembly, where there are listening ears, and gazing eyes,
and stubborn minds, and critical spirits. Their presence
occasions anxiety, and anxiety numbs the energy : it
produces shame, and shame presages defeat. To come
forward as champion in a crowded assembly is not like
having a wrestling bout on a private field.

Ibn al-Furat said: You are the man for it, Abu Sa'Id.
Making excuse for others, you are bound to defend yourself.
And the credit of your defence of yourself will redound to
the whole audience.

Abu Sa'Id: To disobey the orders of the vizier is a
disgrace, and to decline to follow his advice shows incli-
nation towards failing in duty towards him. Grod grant
that our foot slip not, and we pray of Him good guidance,
and help in peace and war. Then turning towards Matthew
he said: Tell me what you mean by Logic: for when we
understand your meaning, our discussion as to its rights and
wrongs, which are to be severally accepted and rejected, will
follow proper lines and paths on which there is mutual
agreement.

Matthew: I understand by Logic an instrument whereby
sound speech is known from unsound, and wrong sense from
right: like a balance, for thereby I know overweight from
underweight, and what rises from what sinks.

Abu Sa'Id: You are mistaken; for sound speech is known
from unsound by reason, if we investigate with reason. Say
you know the overweight from the underweight by the
balance, whence are you to know whether what is weighed
is iron, gold, copper, or lead? And I find you, after
knowing the weight, needing to know the substance of what
is weighed, its value, and a number of other qualities which
it would take long to enumerate. And this being so, the
weight on which you insist, and which you are so anxious to
know precisely, will benefit you only a little, and on on&
point, whereas many points remain; as the poet says,

*' You have kept one thing, but let many things slip."
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Moreover, a point here has escaped you. Not everything
in the world admits of being weighed. For some things dry
measure is employed, for others lineal measure, for others
surface measure, for others rough estimate, And if this be
so with visible bodies, it is also the case with noumena that
are the product of reasoning; for the senses are the shadow
of intelligences, which they imitate, sometimes at a distance,
sometimes nearer, retaining all the time their resemblance
and similarity.

But leaving this. If Logic be the invention of a Greek
made in the Greek language and according to Greek con-
ventions, and according to the descriptions and symbols
which Greeks understood, whence does it follow that the
Turks, Indians, Persians, and Arabs should attend to it, and
make it umpire to decide for them or against them, and
judge between them, so that they must accept what it attests
and repudiate what it disapproves ?

Matthew: This follows because Logic is the discussion of
accidents apprehended by the reason, and ideas comprehended
thereby, and the investigation of thoughts that occur, and
notions that enter the mind; now in matters apprehended
by the intellect all men are alike, as for example four and
four are eight with all nations, and so on.

Abu Sa'Id: If what is sought by the reason and expressed
by words with all their various divisions and divers paths
could be reduced to the obviousness of the proposition " Four
and four make eight," there would be no difference of opinion,
but immediate agreement. But this is not so. Your example
is misleading, and it is usual with you to mislead in that way.
But let us drop this also. If the accidents that are apprehended
by the intellect and the notions that are comprehended can
only be attained by language, which embraces nouns, verbs,
and particles, is not knowledge of language indispensable ?

Matthew: Yes.
Abu Sa'Id: You are wrong; in answer to such a question

you should say "Aye."
Matthew: " Aye " ; I am prepared to accept your authority

on such a point.
J.K.A.S. 1905. 8
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Abu Sa'id: Consequently you are inviting us, not to study
Logic, but to learn the Greek language. Now you do not
know Greek yourself; how, then, can you ask us to study
a language of which you are not master ? A language too
that has perished long since, whose speakers are dead, and
those extinct who used to converse in it, and understand
each other's intentions by its inflexions. True, you translate
from the Syriac: but what do you say of ideas that are
travestied by transference from Greek to another language,
Syriac ; and then from that language to another, Arabic ?

Matthew: Although the Greeks have perished with their
language, still the translation has preserved the intentions of
the writers, giving their sense, and conveying the genuine
truth.

Abu Sa'Id : If we grant that the translation is veracious
and not fallacious, straight and not crooked, literal and not
free, that it is neither confused nor inaccurate, has omitted
nothing and added nothing, has not altered the order, has
not marred the sense of the general and the special, or
indeed of the most special and the most general—a thing
which is impossible, which the nature of language and the
character of ideas do not permit,—your next point would
appear to be that there is no evidence save the intellects of
the Greeks, no demonstration save what they invented, and
no verity save what they brought to light.

Matthew: No. But they among all nations were the
nation that applied themselves to philosophy, and to the
investigation of the exterior and interior of this science, and
to all that appertains to it or branches off from it. And to
their great pains we owe all that has come to light, been
propagated, been circulated, or made progress of all species
of science and all forms of art. We can find this to hold
good of no other nation.

Abu Sa'Id: You are in error; you hold a brief, and your
judgment is partial. Knowledge is sown broadcast in the
world, whence a poet says

" Knowledge in the world is spread,
To it is the wise man sped ";
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and so, too, are the arts scattered over all who are on the
face of the earth. Hence some science predominates in one
place rather than another, and some art prevails in one
region rather than another. This is clear, and to add a word
about it would be superfluous. Nevertheless, your statement
would only be correct and your claim conceded, if Greece had
been known to possess out of all nations absolute infallibility,
an unfallen nature, and a structure unlike that of other men,
so that if they wished to err they would have been unable to
do so, had they desired to make a false statement they could
not, and if the Shechinah had descended upon them and God
taken them specially under His charge, and error washed its
hands of them, the virtues clung to their roots and their
branches, and the vices fled from their substance and their
veins. But it would be ignorance for anyone to suppose
this about them, and fanaticism for anyone to claim it for
them. No, they resembled other nations, sometimes going
right, sometimes wrong, sometimes speaking the truth,
sometimes speaking false, sometimes doing well, sometimes
badly. Nor was the whole of Greece the author of the
Logic, but one particular man, who took from his prede-
cessors, just as his successors took from him; his authority
is not over all mankind, nor over the great multitude, for
indeed he has opponents both among his own people and
others. Moreover, difference in opinion and sentiment,
discussion, questioning, and answering are inborn and
natural, so how can a man produce anything whereby an
end can be put to this dissension, or whereby it could be
rooted out of nature, or seriously affected ? It cannot be:
the thing is impossible. The world remains after his Logic
as it was before his Logic. Resign yourself, therefore, to
dispense with the unattainable, since such a thing is wanting
in the creation and nature of things. If, therefore, you were
to empty your mind of other things and devote your attention
to the study of the language in which you are conversing
and disputing with us, and instruct your friends in words
which the speakers of that language can understand, and
interpret the books of the Greeks in the style of those who
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know that language, you would learn that you can dispense
with the ideas of the Greeks as well as you can dispense with
the language of the Greeks. And here is a question: Do
you hold that people's intelligences are different, and that
their shares therein are unequal?

Matthew: Yes.
Abu Sa'Id: Is that difference and inequality natural or

acquired ?
Matthew : Natural.
Abii Sa'Id: How, then, can there be anything herein

whereby a natural difference and an original inequality can
be removed ?

Matthew : This point has already been mentioned in your
previous discourse.

Abu Sa'id: Then did you furnish it with a satisfactory
answer and a perspicuous explanation?—However, leave
this. I will ask you about a single particle which is much
used in the language of the Arabs, and whose senses are
distinguished by intelligent persons. Do you, then, extract
its senses from the Logic of Aristotle, of which you boast so
much, and on which you lay so much stress. The particle
is waic (' and'): what are its rules ? How should it be used ?
Has it one sense or many ?

Matthew was bewildered, and said: This is Grammar,
and of Grammar I have made no study : for the Logician
has no need of Grammar, whereas the Grammarian does
need Logic; since Logic enquires into the sense, whereas
Grammar enquires into the sound. If, therefore, the
Logician comes across the sound, it is accidental, and it is
likewise accidental if the Grammarian comes across the
sense. Now, the sense is more exalted than the sound, and
the sound humbler than the sense.

Abii Sa'id: You are wrong. Logic, grammar, sound,
correct expression, correct inflexion, statement, narration,
predication, interrogation, request, desire, exhortation, in-
vocation, appellation, and petition, all belong to the same
region by virtue of similarity and resemblance. For
example, if a man were to say " Zaid uttered the truth, but
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did not speak the truth,'' or "spoke what was indecent,
but did not say what was indecent," or " expressed himself
correctly, but did not speak correctly," or "made his meaning
clear, but did not make it perspicuous," or " enounced his
business, but did not utter it," or " stated, but did not
predicate," he would in each case be talking nonsense,
contradicting himself, misusing language, employing his
power of utterance in a manner not certified by his reason
or the reason of others. Grammar, then, is Logic, only
abstracted from the Arabic language, and Logic is Grammar,
only rendered intelligible by language. The difference
between sound and sense is only that sound is natural and
sense intelligible, and for this reason sound is for ever
perishing, obliterating nature's footsteps with other footsteps
of nature, whereas sense is permanent through time, the
recipient of the sense being reason, which is divine, whereas
the matter of sound is earthy, and all that is of the earth
dissolves. And thus it comes that you are left without
a name for your art which you profess, and the Organon
of which you are so proud, unless you can borrow one from
the Arabic language, which indeed you are to some extent
allowed to do.

If, then, you cannot do without a little of the language
for the sake of your translation, no more can you dispense
with a great deal of it in order to make your translation
precise, in order to inspire confidence, and in order to escape
error, which will otherwise molest you.

Matthew: It is sufficient for me to know out of your
language the noun, the verb, and the particle : with that
much I can make shift in expressing ideas which the Greeks
have polished for me.

Abu Sa'Id: You are wrong. About these nouns, verbs,
and particles you have to know how to employ them and
arrange them in the order which the speakers of the
language instinctively approve, and also you need to know
the vocalization of these nouns, verbs, and particles, for
error and corruption of the vowels are as bad as the same in
the case of the consonants. And this is a subject neglected
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by you, your friends, and your associates, although there
is a mystery involved of which you have no inkling, and
which has never dawned on your intellect. That is, that
you ought to know that no one language exactly corresponds
with another language in all respects, or has conterminous
properties in its nouns, verbs, and particles, in its mode of
composition, arrangement, employment of metaphor and of
exact expression, duplication and simplification, copiousness,
poverty, verse, prose, rhyme, metre, tendency, and other
things too numerous to mention. Now no one, I fancy, will
object to this judgment, or question its correctness, at least
no one who relies on any fragment of intelligence or morsel
of justice. How, then, can you rely on any work which
you know only by translation, after this account ? On the
contrary, you require to know the Arabic language much
more than the Greek ideas, albeit the ideas are not Greek
or Indian, just as the languagesl are not Persian, Arabic, or
Turkish. Notwithstanding, you assert that the essence of
the ideas is in intelligence, study, and reflection, and then
nothing remains but using correct language. Why, then,
do you despise the Arabic language, when you interpret the
books of Aristotle in it, albeit you are unacquainted with its
real character ?

And tell me : supposing anyone were to say to you : " In
respect to knowledge of verities, their study and their
investigation, my condition is similar to that of those who
lived before the inventor of Logic. I regard them as they
regarded, and contrive as they contrived. For I know the
language by birth and inheritance, and I make out the ideas
by observation, reflection, scrutiny, and industry "—what can
you say to him. ? " This will not hold good or be practical,
because he does not know these objects by the road whereby
you arrived at them" ? And perhaps you are prouder of
your imitation, though it be of a false method, than is such
a person of his originality, though it be correct. And this
is indeed clear ignorance and wrong judgment. And besides
this : tell me what are the rules of the tvdiv, for I wish to

1 This seems corrupt.
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show that your insistence on Logic does not avail you at all,
while you are unacquainted with a single particle of the
language in which you invite us to study Greek philosophy.
And he who is ignorant of one particle is potentially ignorant
of the whole language, and even though he be not entirely
ignorant of it, yet, being ignorant of some of it, he may
chance to be ignorant of what he wants, and knowledge of
what he does not want will not help him. And this is the
stage reached by the vulgar, or those who are slightly above
the vulgar. And why should he object to this description
and reject it, and fancy that he is one of the superior class,
nay, the most superior class, and that he knows the mystery
of dialectic, and the hidden things of wisdom, and the secret
of the syllogism, and the correct form of demonstration ?
Now I have only asked you about the senses of one single
particle : what would happen if I were to shower down upon
you the whole series of particles, and demand of you their
senses and their proper and permissible employments ?

Now I have heard your people assert that the grammarians
are ignorant of the proper usage of ft ('in'), saying that it
expresses the vessel, just as bi expresses adhesion, whereas
fl really serves for the expression of a number of relations :
you say the thing is in the vessel, and the vessel is in the
place, and the administrator is in administration, and the
administration is in the administrator : now this sort of
thing belongs to the minds of the Greeks and is drawn
from their language, and cannot be understood by the minds
of the Indians, Turks, or Arabs. This, surely, is ignorance
on the part of the person who asserts it, and idle quibbling
at the grammarian who asserts that in is for the vessel, who
by this definition has literally expressed the correct sense
of the particle, while indirectly expressing those other senses
which become apparent by analysis. There are numerous
cases of the sort, but the one I have quoted is sufficient to
justify the definition of Ibn al-Sikklt.

Ibn al-Furiit here observed: Sheykh, favoured as you are
with the divine assistance, answer him by explaining the uses
of the particle wdw (' and'), in order to confute him the more
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evidently, and realize in the presence of this assembly that
which he is unable to perform, although he makes it especially
his subject.

Abu Sa'Id: ' And' has a variety of meanings and usages:
Conjunction, as " I honoured Zaid and 'Ami." The oath,
as "And Allah, such and such a thing took place."
Circumstance, as " I went out and Zaid was standing," for
what follows is made up of an inchoative and a predicate.
"Many a," where, however, only a few are meant, as "And
[a valley] black in its depths, barren where it is crossed."
Further, the letter can be radical in the noun, as in wakid,
wasil, icafid, or in the verb, as in wajila, yaujalu, or
otiose, as in the text of the Koran, "Then when they had
reconciled themselves, and he had laid him forehead upwards,
and we called him," i.e. we called him, or in the verse
" And when we had passed the court of the tribe, and we
were secluded by the innermost part of a plain with many
kopjes and windings," where the ' and' should be omitted in
translation. Further, it implies condition, as in the text of
the Koran, " And he shall speak to the people in the cradle
and as a grown man," i.e. he shall address the people while
still an infant with the language of a grown man who is in
his maturity. Further, it has the sense of a preposition
when you say, for example, " The water is level and the
beam," i.e. with the beam.

Ibn al-Furat here said, addressing Matthew: Abu Bishr,
was this in your grammar P

Abu Sa'Id: Enough of this. Here is a question more
closely connected with the intelligible sense than with the
verbal form. What would you say of the phrase "Zaid is
the best of the brothers " ?

Matthew: It is correct.
Abu Sa'Id : Then what would you say of the phrase " Zaid

is the best of his brothers " ?
Matthew : It is correct.
Abu Sa'Id: If, then, both are correct, what is the difference

between them ?
Matthew was troubled and hung his head, and was choked

by his saliva.
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Abu Sa'Id: You have given your answer without per-
spicacity and without understanding. Your answer to the
first question is correct, albeit you do not know why it is
correct; but your answer to the second question is wrong,
though, there too, you do not see why it is wrong.

Matthew: Explain what fault you find with it.
Abu Sa'id: If you come to my class-room you will learn;

this is not the place for instruction, but for the removal of
illusions with one who is accustomed to produce them. The
assembly will know that you are in the wrong. And why
do you maintain that the grammarian only studies the sound
and not the sense, and that the logician studies the sense and
not the sound ?—which might be true if the logician kept
silent and let his thoughts wander among ideas, and erected
any fabric that he chose in floating fancy and occurring
thoughts and suddenly arising conjectures ; but seeing that
he desires to produce his conclusions, obtained by study
and investigation, to the learner and the student, he must
perforce employ such words as cover his meaning, suit his
purpose, and correspond with his intention.

Ibn al-Furat here asked Abu Sa'Id to complete what he
had said in explanation of the question, that the hearers
might enjoy the benefit of the information, and that Abu
Bishr might feel himself the more completely confuted.

Abu Sa'Id: I have no objection to giving a clear answer
to this question, except that I am unwilling to weary the
vizier, for a long discussion is tedious.

Ibn al-Furat: "When I wish to hear you speak, tedium
and I have no acquaintance with each other. And the
audience are evidently anxious to hear you.

Abu Sa'Id: If you say Zaid is the best of his brothers this
is not a permissible sentence, whereas it is permissible to say
Zaid is the best of the brothers, the difference between the
two lying in the fact that Zaid's brothers are not Zaid, Zaid
being outside the number. And the proof of this is that if
anyone were to ask "Who are Zaid's brothers?" you could
not say Zaid, 'Amr, Bakr, and Khalid, you could only say
'Amr, Bakr, and Khalid, Zaid not counting among them.
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But Zaid being outside the number, he is not one of them,,
and he cannot be the best of his brothers, just as your ass
cannot be the most spirited of the mules, since an ass is not
a mule, just as Zaid is not one of his brothers. But the
expression "Zaid is the best of the brothers" is permissible,
for he is one of the brothers, and the name applies to him as
well as to the others, he being a brother. So if you were
asked who are the brothers, you would enumerate him with
them, saying Zaid, 'Amr, Bakr, Khalid, and the phrase is
like "Your ass is the most spirited of the asses." This
being so, it is permissible for the word ' best' to be annexed
to a single indefinite word signifying the genus, thus: " Zaid
is the best man," "your ass is the most spirited ass," the
singular ' man' serving in such a case for the genus, and
indicating the same as the plural ' men,' just as the singular
serves in the expressions " twenty dirhem," " a hundred
dirhem."

Ibn al-Furat: Nothing could be added to this explanation,
and I have now a high idea of the science of grammar, as
shown by this investigation and the subservience of the rules
to the case.

Abu Sa'Id: The subjects of grammar are divided into
the assignation or omission of vowels, the employment of
letters in their right places, the arrangement of words
before or after each other, striving after what is right
therein and avoiding what is wrong. And if anything
deviates from the rule, it must either be an archaism,
rarely employed and interpreted in a roundabout way, or
to be rejected as deserting the usage of the natives which
they instinctively employ. As for what is connected with
the tribal dialects, they may use what forms they like,
and he who would speak their language must imitate them.
All these rules are drawn from the four sources—imitation,
tradition, limited lists, and free analogy; following a known
rule, but not cases of corruption. The logicians' conceit is
due to their supposing that the ideas could only be learned
or rendered clear by their method, their studies and their
labours. They therefore interpreted a language in which
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they are weak and of which their knowledge is imperfect
into another, in which they are also weak and their know-
ledge is imperfect. This sort of translation they made into
an art, and then declared that the grammarians have to do
only with words, not with ideas.

Abu Sa'Id here turned to Matthew and said: Do you
not know, Abu Bishr, that discourse is a name applied to
things which have got together by degrees; for example,
you say " This is a garment'': now the word ' garment' is
applied to a number of things by which the object became
a garment: it was woven after being spun, and its warp-
will not suffice without its woof, nor the woof without
the warp; the composition of the discourse is like the
weaving, its elegance resembles the exercise of the fuller's
art on the garment; the fineness of the thread resembles
the beauty of the sound; and the coarseness of the spinning
resembles the harshness of the letters. The sum of the
whole is a garment, but only after the performance of all
the necessary operations.

Ibn Furiit here intervened: Ask him, Abu Sa'Id, another
question, for by the succession of puzzles his incompetence
will become the more apparent, and the lower will he fall
from his eminence in that Logic which he would champion,
and that truth which will not champion him.

Abu Sa'Id: What do you say of the phrase " Someone
is my creditor to the amount of a dirhem save one kirat" ?

Matthew: I have no knowledge of matters of this style.
Abu. Sa'Id: I will not release you till the spectators are

convinced that you are an impostor and a cheat. Here is
something yet easier. One man says to another, " How much
are the two dyed garments ? " Another says, " How much
are two dyed garments ? " Another says, " How much are
two garments, dyed ?" Explain the senses which these
several questions contain.

Matthew : If I were to shower a number of logical
questions on you, your case would be similar to mine.

Abu Sa'Id: You are mistaken. If you were to ask me
about any matter, I should consider it, and if it were
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connected with the sense, but were correctly expressed,
I should answer, without troubling whether it agreed or
disagreed : but if it had no connection with the sense,
I should refuse to answer; even though it had connection
with the sound, but involved a form of fallacy with which
you have filled your books, I should still refuse to answer :
because there is no means of inventing a language which
shall be established among its speakers. We cannot find
that you have any words save what you have borrowed
from the Arabic language, such as cause, except, subject,
predicate, essence, corruption, the disused, the special, with
certain formulae that are unprofitable and useless, are little
better than incompetence, and end in feebleness. Then you
people in your Logic are involved in obvious contradiction;
you do not produce the books, nor are they furnished with
commentaries, and you profess poetic without knowing it,
and you profess rhetoric, while being at the furthest distance
from it ; and I have heard one of you say the Book of
Demonstration is indispensable : if this be so, why does he
waste time with the treatises that come before that book ?
But if the books before the Book of Demonstration are
indispensable, then the books that come after it must be
indispensable also: otherwise, why did he compose books
that are not wanted and can be dispensed with? All this
is mystification, charlatanry, intimidation, ' thunder and
lightning' (brutuin fulmen). All you want to do is to
impress the ignorant and vulgarize the noble. Your aim is
to alarm people with your genus and species, and property,
and differentia, and accident, and individual, and to talk
about num-mity, and ubi-ety, and quiddity, quality, quantity,
essentiality, accidentality, substantiality, materiality, formality,
humanity, acquisiteness, animality: then you point out, and
say, "Here is a magical operation : There is no A in B ; C is
in some B; therefore some A is in C. Or, A is in all B ;
C is in all B; therefore A is not in all G."1 And " One process
is by contrary, and another by specialization." All this is
trash, vanity, quibbling, trap-setting : one whose reason is

1 The symbols in the text are corrupt.
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sound, discrimination adequate, wit keen, judgment acute,
and mind luminous can dispense with all this by the help
of God and His favour ; and soundness of reason, adequacy
of discrimination, keenness of wit, acuteness of judgment,
and illumination of mind are among God's gracious gifts
and precious favours, which He bestows on those of His
servants whom He will. I know of no ground why you
should pride yourselves so much on your Logic. And
Abu'l-'Abbas al-NashJ has refuted your pretensions, following
on your trail, and has demonstrated your errors and shown
up your weakness; and to this day you have been unable
to refute one word of what he said, all you can utter being
" he did not understand our aims nor perceive our intention,
and he spoke according to a wrong idea." But this is
only obstinacy and an attempt to extricate yourselves from
a difficulty, and practically a confession of weakness and
defeat. And all that you say concerning entia is liable to
objection. This is the case with what you say about " he
did " and " he suffered," for you do not clear up the degrees
of both and their usages, nor do you understand their
divisions: you are satisfied in these forms of speech with
the action being done by the agent and being received by
the patient, but there are stages beyond which have escaped
you, and cognizances which are concealed from you. The
same is the case with the doctrine of Annexion, and as for
Permutation and its different varieties, and Definition with
its divisions, and Indefiniteness with its different degrees,
and other matters too numerous to mention, you are entirely
out of the running in respect of them. And when you bid
a man be a Logician, what you mean is "Be intellectual," or
"Be intelligent," or "Understand what you say": for your
authorities assert that Logic is Reason. But this statement
is fallacious, since Logic has several senses of which you are
unaware. So if another man says to you "Be a Grammarian,
Linguist, Eloquent," he means "Understand what you are
saying yourself, and endeavour to make other people under-
stand you, and suit the sound to the sense, so that the
former does not fall short of the latter " : that is, if you
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want to express a thing precisely; but if you wish to
•enlarge on the sense and to expand your meaning, then
give the sound free-play with elucidatory synonyms, similes
which are appropriate, and metaphors which defy competition:
thus fortifying the sense by eloquence. I mean wave some
of the matter in the air (as it were), in order that it may not
be attained save by investigation and earnest effort: for
when that which is sought for is secured in this way, such
a prize is exalted and is thought honourable, great and
mighty. Still, explain a little of it in order that there may
be no dispute concerning it and no trouble required to
understand it, and that it may not be avoided owing to its
difficulty; and in this way the idea will embrace the realities
of things and the semblance of the realities.

Now were I to give a detailed account of this subject
I should go beyond the scope of the present discussion,
though I do not know whether my words are leaving an
impression or not.

Then he said: Tell me, have you ever settled by your
Logic between two opponents, or removed the difference
between two? Do you fancy that it is by the power of
Logic and its demonstration that you believe that Grod is one
of three, and that one is more than one, and that what is
more than one is one, and that the Code is what you follow,
and that the truth is what you say ? Far be it! Here
are matters that are too high for the pretensions of your
friends and their chatter, and too subtle for their minds and
intelligences.

But leave this. Here is a question which has produced
a dispute, so put an end to that dispute by your Logic.
Someone says, " To A belongs from the wall to the wall."
What are the rights of the case ? What is the amount
which is attested to belong to A ? Some suppose he has
a right to both walls, with the intervening space ; others,
that he has half each wall; others, that he has one of the
walls. Produce now your manifest sign and your triumphant
miracle—though how are you to get them ?—for indeed the
difficulty has been solved without the investigations of your
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friends or you. But let this pass. Says A, "Some state-
ments are correct and sound, some correct and fallacious,
some erroneous " ; explain this sentence. Another savant
objects: do you decide between the speaker and the objector,
showing us thereby the power of your art, whereby you can
discriminate between error and truth, right and wrong. If
you say, " How am I to judge between two persons, having
heard the statement of one, but not having learned the
objection of the other?" we reply, "Evolve the objection out
of your own mind, if the statement is liable to objection, and
then show forth the truth out of the two, for the original
statement has been heard by you and set before you, and
that which corroborates it or can be urged against it ought
to be produced by you, and indeed would give us no difficulty
to produce, for there is no one in the assembly who does not
see it." And it is clear now that the sound which is compound
does not transcend the intelligence which is simple. JSTow the
ideas are intelligible, and are closely connected, and are of
extreme simplicity. It is not in the power of the sound, to
whichever language it may belong, to conquer this simple
essence, and comprehend it, and enclose it with a wall, allowing
nothing within to go out, and nothing without to go in, for fear
of admixture, which will entail corruption, I mean, for fear
lest that process will mix truth with error, and cause what is
wrong to seem right. And it is this which produced correct
reasoning at the first before the invention of Logic, and again
by virtue of this Logic; and if you knew how the savants
and jurisconsults handle their questions, had seen how they
plunge into unknown regions, how deep they dive in order
to extract what they want, how skilfully they interpret what
is brought before them, how widely they separate the tenable
views, the useful fictions, and the near and distant appli-
cations, you would despise yourself and feel contempt for
your authorities, their inventions and traditional lore would
be smaller in your eyes (as compared with that) than " Suha
in comparison to the Moon," or a grain of sand to a mountain.
Does not al-Kindl (who is one of the lights of your school)
say in answer to a question, " This is of the class of
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a number," and he enumerated the views " according to
possibility," "after the manner of what is possible," from
the region of fancy without any order, so that some persons
made up questions of this style, and deluded him with thenv
making him suppose they belonged to the foreign philosophy;
he did not perceive that they were inventions, and thought
he must be deranged or diseased or indisposed or confused.
They said to him : " Tell us of the elementary bodies—does
collision of the pressure of the corners enter into the category
of what is necessarily possible, or does it leave the category
of non-existence to be included in that which is concealed
from the mind ? " And again : " What is the relation of
natural motions to material forms ? Are they endued with
existence within the range of vision and demonstration, or
disconnected therewith with the extremest precision ? What
is the influence of the non-existence of existence upon
impossibility when the necessary is excluded from being
necessary in the exterior of the unnecessary owing to
a reductio ad absurdum of its original possibility ?" Notwith-
standing, his answer to all this is on record, and a very silly,
weak, absurd, nerveless, and contemptible answer it is. And
were I not afraid of taking up too much time, I should go
through his answers. I once came across in his handwriting
the passage: "Variety in the annihilation of things is incom-
prehensible, for it implies difference in the roots and unity
in the branches, and in all such cases the indefinite clashes
with the definite, and the definite contradicts the indefinite,
albeit both definite and indefinite belong to the category of
garments that are destitute of the clothing of the divine
mysteries, not to the category of divine things that crop up
in the states of the mysterious." Our Sabsean friends have
also told me things about him that would make a bereaved
mother laugh, that would make the enemy triumph, and vex
his friends. And all this he inherited from the blessings of
Greece, and the benefits bestowed by Philosophy and Logic.
And we ask Grod for His protection and help whereby we may
be guided to words that are profitable, and acts that are
according to the right measure. Verily He hears and answers.
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Said Abu Hayyan : Here is the end of the notes I took
from the pious sheykh 'AIT b. 'Isa ; and Abu. Sa'Id had
himself narrated parts of this story, but he used to say that
he had not committed to memory everything that he said,
only the people who were present had taken down his speech
on tablets or desks which they had brought with them; but
the report was very imperfect.

'All b. 'Isa continued: So the meeting broke up, all the
people admiring the spirit of Abu Sa'Id, and his mighty
tongue, and his beaming face, and his stream of arguments.
And the vizier Ibn al-Furat said to him: " God's favour
be on you, 0 sheykh ; you have moistened many a liver, and
cooled many an eye, and whitened many a face, and woven
a web which the days shall not efface and fortune shall not
assault."

Said Abii Hayyan: I asked 'All b. 'Isa how old was Abu
Sa'Id at the time ? He answered that he was born in the
year 280, and so was 40 years of age at the time of the
debate, and there was a touch of white about his jaws, which
went together with rectitude, dignity, piety, and earnestness:
and this is the mark of men of worth and progress, and
few are they who openly exhibit that adornment but are
ennobled in men's eyes, and magnified in their breasts and
souls, and are beloved in their hearts, and have their praises
recited by their tongues. Then I said to 'All Ibn 'Isa: "And
was Abu 'All al-FasawI present P " He said : " No, he was
absent from Baghdad, but was informed of the scene : and
Abu Sa'Id was greatly envied for the fame and notoriety
which he acquired through this famous episode."

Abu Hayyan continued : At the end of this narrative the
vizier said to me: " You have reminded me of something
I had in my mind, and wanted to ask you about, in order
that I might ascertain it. What was the position of Abu
Sa'Id as compared with Abu 'All, and that of 'All b. 'Isa as
compared with them ? How does al-Maraghl compare with
all three ? How do al-Marzubanl, Ibn Shadhan, Ibn al~
Warrak, Ibn Hayuyah ? " My answer was 'what has been
given above.

J.R.A.S. 1905. 9
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